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economy. In 2015 the value of our honey exports grew to $285 million – up 

export-driven market. 

As this important industry grows, we need to protect its integrity. 
Preventing counterfeit products from reaching the market, 
maintaining food safety, and ensuring total traceability are all vital 
to the industry’s future success. Origins Software has developed 
ApiTrak, a custom-built solution that not only addresses all these 
issues, but also improves productivity by an estimated 200-300%. 

• Simply put ApiTrak provides a solution that:

• Protects the integrity of the mānuka honey industry 

– a connected supply chain network provides end-to-end 

traceability and total transparency for all users.

• Integrates into current processes and systems – 

maintains current AsureQuality systems and integrates fully 

with E-Cert, reducing transition risk. 

• Leads the world in primary industry track and trace 
solutions – enables New Zealand to stay ahead of 

counterfeiters and maintain the highest levels of food safety.

• Improves productivity – strengths New Zealand’s competitive 

advantage in this important and fast-growing industry. 

ApiTrack Benefits 
Protecting the integrity of New Zealand’s 
mānuka honey industry 

• Provides total traceability at every stage of the process, 

processing plant.

• Ensures accountability and responsibility are clear, providing 

security in the case of contaminated or counterfeit product.

Integrating seamlessly with current 
systems and processes

• Designed for ease of use and accessibility, lessening 

complexity for those on the ground.

• Reduced transition risk through maintaining current 

AsureQuality and other systems behind the ApiTrak interface. 

• Maintains the integrity of current systems, ensuring 

recognised standards continue to be upheld.

APITRAK
ENSURES QUALITY



Leading the world in primary industry 
track and trace systems

• Developed by a honey industry expert with a modular design 
that mirrors the actual steps of the process.

• Avoids the high costs and lack of vertical integration 
associated with bespoke database systems created for 
individual producers. 

• Integrates with unique anti-counterfeiting measures, 
including NFC tagging – this provides an almost impossible 
to clone individual marker for packed product.

• Potential to expand for use in international markets and 
other industries (e.g. dairy).

Improving industry productivity and strengthening our 
competitive advantage

• Provides estimated productivity savings of 200-300% through 
reduced paperwork and use of a single integrated system. 

• 

• Reduces impact of human error by replacing the current 
combination of paper-based and electronic systems with a 
single integrated system.

• Demonstrates our leading-edge food tracking capability to the 
world, providing assurance to local and international markets 
and increasing the brand value of New Zealand honey. 

Securing the honey industry’s future will require the input and 
commitment of all stakeholders. Because we know the industry, 

and without disrupting production. ApiTrak is a smart, simple 

Zealand’s primary industries as a whole. 

The team at Origins Software are excited about the potential 
for ApiTrak to not only protect and ensure the integrity of 
the New Zealand Honey Industry but also drive productivity 
improvements to improve the bottom-line for industry and also 
export growth opportunity for our Economy.

Please call or email us today to discuss any aspect of our 
proposal.

Hayden Stowell,
CEO - Origins Software  
Mobile: 027 ORIGINS (6744467) 
Email: hayden@origins.software

Duncan Williamson, 
CTO Origins Software  
Mobile: 021 469 402 
Email: duncan@origins.software



» Facilitates interface with laboratories and 
enables batch specific test results to be 
easily encoded to packed product.

» Collates all information and uploads to 
E-Cert system automatically, increasing
productivity at processing facility.
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» Map-based (using GIS technology based on 
Google Maps and/or Bing Maps).

» Allocate area of land to beekeepers.

» Enter landowner and property details 
(e.g. history of the area, photographs).

»

 Generate reports.»

» Landowners know how many hives are on 
their property, who they belong to and their 

» Knowledge of how much honey is produced 
from each hive. 

» Integrates with ApiWeb – current NZ 
apiary registration and disease 
management system.

Landowner Module
features

BENEFITS

Interim
Storage
Facilities

» 

Accept landowner offer of land.

» Allocate tags to hives and supers.

» Pre-alerts forwarded to extraction plants

» Real-time updates on 
deliveries and 
pickups.

» A simple inventory 
management system 
for tracking the 
location of supers.

» Fills the current ‘grey 
area’ in information 
between hive and 
extraction.

» Enables full traceability 
of every batch.

» Improves 
communication and 
information flow 
through the supply 
chain.

.

» Easy-to-use system for managing
hives and super locations and movement,
increasing beekeeper’s productivity.

» Beekeeper can upload notes on site
even without mobile reception.

» Beekeeper can submit electronic harvest 
declarations automatically.

» Extraction facility receives pre-alerts for
incoming supers, enabling them to 
prepare for incoming shipments.

» AsureQuality can use the data for 
statistics gathering.

Beekeeper Module
features

BENEFITS
BENEFITS

» Displays graphical layout of extraction 
plant.

» Apply NFC tags to drums and encode with 
information (e.g. batch information, lab test 
results, digital harvest declarations, processing 

» Integrates with MPI’s food safety E-Cert system 
to automatically populate required fields. 

» Anti-counterfeiting measures applied, 
reducing likelihood of tampering, 
sabotage and fraud.

» Create blending plans to ensure product 
compliance.

» Easily access information on batch’s 
provenance to encode on packed product.

» Facilitates interface with laboratory and 
enables test results to be easily linked to  
product after it is converted from super to

» Collates all information and uploads to 
E-Cert system automatically, increasing

-

 productivity at extraction plant.

Extraction
Facility Module
features

Bottling Facility
Module
features

BENEFITS
BENEFITS

QUALITYASSURED

features
 Hive location monitoring.

exact locations.

Fully integrated hive management system.

» 

» Direct access to product test results for
product harvested from their land as they 
are uploaded by the laboratories 

»  Input apiary GPS co-ordinates on site

» 3rd party software integration

» Inventory and customer management
system.

  information and storage temperatures etc). 

» Incoming product pre-alerts and digital harvest 
declarations to better manage customers 

drum.

» AsureQuality can use the data for statistics  
gathering and identifying potential
adulteration.

» AsureQuality can use the data for statistics  
gathering and identifying potential
adulteration.

» Generate drum labels, and packing slips  

» Generate export documentation

» Integration with transport operators

» Integration with transport operators

» Inventory management

HOW APITRAKk ENSURES QUALITY



Beekeeper Module
Tracking production down to super level maximises 
the opportunity for beekeepers to improve production 
and also track quality of their product. It also improves 
productivity using apps on standard mobile devices to 

on a real time basis.   

Key issues for beekeepers include:

• Completing extensive paperwork takes time and reduces 

overall productivity.

• Identifying and tracking individual hives (or brood boxes/

specialist equipment and software. 

• Maintaining the security of hives by ensuring they are not 

moved or stolen. As the honey industry grows, beekeepers 

are increasingly at risk of sabotage or theft.

• Ensuring new technology and industry visibility does not 

damage their business. 

The ApiTrak System is an integrated, modular, cloud-based platform that provides full visibility of the integrity of the honey supply 

chain from land to consumer. The core modules provide various levels of functionality and are designed to integrate seamlessly with 

the current MPI E-Cert and food safety systems.

Figure 1: Ensuring full visibility of production to the landowner, 
through landowners allocating parcels of land using GIS 
to beekeepers and then GPS tracking individual beehives 
on those allocated parcels. The result is that raw honey 
productivity and yield can be monitored and controlled from 
source to hive.  

THE APITRAK SYSTEM

Landowner Module
The Landowner Module allows the landowner to release 
land areas to selected beekeepers for honey production, 
monitor the location and movement of hives, and track 
actual honey yield per hive. 

Key issues for landowners include:

• Knowing where hives are located on their property, and 

which beekeeper owns them. 

• Ensuring no additional hives have been placed on the land 

without their permission.

• Tracking and providing visibility of yield – knowing how much 

honey is produced by each beekeeper. Landowners usually 

receive a percentage of the sale price of the honey produced 

on their land, so it is essential for them to have an accurate 

picture of harvest yield. 

ApiTrak’s landowner module provides a solution to these 
issues through:

• A map-based system for tracking land allocation and 

integrates with ApiWeb – the current system for apiary 

registration and disease management in New Zealand. 

• Providing total visibility of honey yield and approximate 

market value, enabling landowners to accurately predict their 

income.

• Automatically generating reports, increasing productivity and 

ApiTrack’s beekeeper module provides a solution to 
these issues through:

• An easy-to-use interface – designed by honey industry 

experts – that integrates with current systems to complete 

all required paperwork (e.g. harvest declarations) 

automatically. 

• An application designed for use on Android smartphones 

and tablets, making it easily accessible – even to small 

beekeepers – with little initial investment.

• All brood boxes and supers are individually tagged with a 

unique NFC tag that cannot be easily replicated, providing 

security and traceability. 

• Ability to keep organised notes associated with each apiary 

and/or hive.

• Interface with processing plant enables clear communication 

and advance notice if capacity issues will prevent a shipment 

from being accepted by the plant. 



• 

accepted, the property cannot be rescinded unless agreed 

to by both parties – this provides security for both the 

beekeeper and landowner.

Figure 2: Improved reporting and yield 
productivity through tagging individual supers 
allows beekeepers to optimise production, track 
quality in real time and also provide landowner 
full visibility of yield. 

• AsureQuality can access the data kept by beekeepers to 

procedures have been followed. 

Interim Storage Facilities 
It is common practice for beekeepers to store full supers 
in interim storage facilities prior to transporting them to 
extraction facilities. This has previously been a ‘grey area’ 
in product tracking; ApiTrak allows this gap in information 

feature within the Beekeeper Module.

Key issues with interim storage include:

• An un-monitored grey area between the time product is 

harvested and a harvest declaration submitted, and the 

product being received by an RMP facility.

• Storage facilities are generally situated in remote areas 

which can make fast and accurate inventory management 

ApiTrak provides a solution to these issues through:

• Providing real-time updates on deliveries and pickups from 

remote interim storage sites.

• Enabling simple inventory management at interim storage 

facilities, so that the honey is always traceable and its 

provenance is clear. 

Extraction Plant Module
Tracking the quality of the multiple honey providers, 
while also ensuring the integrity of the base product 
from the hive, is a key challenge for extraction plants. 
The Extraction Plant Module allows full visibility back to 
individual super level so that the integrity of the product 
can be tracked and monitored. This information also 
supports production and logistics planning.     

Key issues for processing plants include:

• Completing paperwork takes time and reduces overall 

productivity.

 • Storing a large amount of honey before and after extraction 

requires a robust inventory management system to track 

• Increasing issues with capacity and a lack of communication 

between parties often leads to processing plants turning 

for both parties.

• Communicating with laboratories and storing test results 

requires handling a large amount of information.



Figures 3/4:  Assuring quality 
and optimising production, 
bottling and downstream 
logistic. Both modules 
provide full visibility of the 

through on site and external 
lab testing, in conjunction 
with batch quality control and 
anti-tampering technology 
which provides surety of 
quality to the end user.  

ApiTrak provides a solution to these issues through:

• Integrating with the current E-Cert system, meaning that 

all required paperwork is automatically completed with no 

additional data entry required.

• Beekeepers can provide processing plants with digital 

before delivery, enabling plants to manage capacity and 

• A full inventory management tool – a version of which has 

already proven successful in practice – with an easy-to-use 

graphical interface and a robust backend system to keep 

track of the location and status of each batch. 

• The ability to associate important information – such as 

methods and storage time and temperatures – with batches 

through the use of NFC tags. 

Bottling Facility Module
Key issues for bottling facilities include:

• Preventing counterfeit products reaching the market.

• Ensuring food safety standards are maintained.

• Information on provenance of honey is lacking.

• Creating blending plans to ensure product compliance.

ApiTrak provides a solution to these problems through:

• Integration with leading-edge anti-counterfeiting 

hardware, including NFC tags and pharmaceutical-level 

tamper-proof seals.

• Total traceability reduces the likelihood of food safety or 

contamination issues, and provides clarity of accountability if 

issues do occur. 

• All information on a batch’s provenance is readily available. 

• Tracking non-compliant product through the supply chain 

(i.e. high tutin honey), creating an MPI-compliant blending 



OUR PLAN FOR  
IMPLEMENTATION
ApiTrak will integrate seamlessly with MPI and Assure Quality processes, automatically map to ECert, have minimal set up cost for 
all users and be easy to use. With over 50 years of collective practical honey experience our expertise in the industry means that we 
understand the needs of all our stakeholders, optimal period for hive setup, training requirements and ongoing support required. As such 
our plan for implementation from proof of concept through full roll out is about:

• Engaging with industry to get full buy in

• Create opportunity for presales 

• Investigate opportunities for funding 

• Through the trial learn and reduce transition risk 

Phase I: Proof of Concept 
(February 2016 – May 2017)

ApiTrak Beta Testing
A trial will take place during the 2016/2017 season (October-
May). During this period we will use feedback from users to 
optimise ApiTrak and ensure any issues are resolved. The 
modular design of ApiTrak means that if a problem occurs it can 
be isolated to that module, allowing other modules to continue 
to be used without issue. 

We will provide ApiTrak Beta to trial participants at no cost and 
will provide each with full training and a user manual.

Connecting with Partners
We are exploring the possibility of all new hives being 
manufactured with an in-built ApiTrak NFC tag, and are in the 

Apex Packaging, New Zealand’s key supplier of honey labelling 
machines, has built a bolt-on attachment that can apply NFC 
tags before applying the regular honey label over the top. These 

We are currently discussing a trial of this attachment with Apex 

Packaging, which is set to take place by mid-2016. 

Amseal Closure systems, in association with Selig Group, are 
scoping the development of  a start-of-the-art anti-counterfeiting 

Commercial and Financial Development
During this phase we will also be working to secure capital 

our cost model.  

Phase 2: Rollout 
(October 2016 onwards)

Sales and Deployment 
The honey industry is very localised, with beekeepers, 
processing plants and bottling facilities often in close proximity 
to each other. This is an advantage for implementation, as we 
will be able to concentrate on individual geographic areas – 
such as Northland or the East Coast – to get all landowners, 
beekeepers, processing plants and bottling facilities within that 
area set up within the same time period. This will enable all 

on to larger companies. Some large honey companies may 
already have in-house systems with some of the same features 
as ApiTrak; we will work with these companies to create a clear 
plan for transition to the new system. 

The landowner and beekeeper modules are seasonally 
dependent: NFC tags need to be installed outside of the honey 
harvest season, when the hives are empty. The other modules 
can be rolled out at any time of year.



PROGRAMME OF IMPLEMENTATION 

2016 2017
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Our team has over 50 years of collective honey industry, IT development, FMCG, supply chain management and logisitcs (perishable 
airfreight and seafreight) experience, as well as an extensive wider team of key advisors and key suppliers. 

Our core team is led by Hayden Stowell (CEO) and Duncan Williamson (CIO). We have also appointed an expert advisory board who 
will provide commercial advice, governance and industry support for the Orgins Software team. This is in addition to our extensive 
team of packaging, logistics, commercial, marketing, IT and honey industry advisors. 

ADVISORY BOARD

Victor Goldsmith

Shaun Bossom
Sean Goodwin

WIDER SUPPORT NETWORK

CORE DELIVERY TEAM

THE APITRAK 
TEAM AND PARTNERS

ApiTrak
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Timber
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Transport
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Massey 
University

Waikato 
University
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Drum

Panther
Media
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Rapid
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Callaghan
Innovation

Plant And
Food

Research

Te Puni 
Kokiri GS1 NZ

Regional
Business

Partnership

PoutamaUMFHAGHA
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CoalitionNZTE



Hayden Stowell, 

Hayden came to the honey industry through his father, and has 
experience across all areas of the industry. Hayden was previously
a Director at Taku Honey Ltd, a boutique mānuka honey 
producer based in Whakatane. Taku Honey is an NZTE Focus 
700 member and exports to Europe, North America and Asia 
– meaning Hayden is very familiar with the requirements of 
each stage of production. Hayden’s expertise and experience 
mean he is ideally placed to lead the continued development 
and implementation of ApiTrak. He has had previous success 
as an entrepreneur in the industry: in 2011 he founded the 
Honey Network, an online auction site for producers of export 
quality bulk honey to trade their products. Prior to entering 
the honey industry, Hayden gained a solid understanding of 
overseas market access requirements, export documentation 
and logistics through his work in the perishable airfreight and 
seafreight industries.

Duncan Williamson, 

With a strong background in warehouse and logistics 
management, Duncan is committed to generating innovative, 
robust strategies to streamline processes and increase 

system – now integrated into ApiTrak – that is currently in use 
in a warehouse in Hamilton. Duncan’s project management 
experience means that he is excellent at working within tight 
constraints to achieve desired project outcomes. He is also 
familiar with working with and meeting AsureQuality and MPI 
requirements, having had extensive experience in managing 
inwards/outwards stock movements. 

OUR CORE 
MANAGEMENT TEAM

Victor Goldsmith,
 

Advisory Board
Victor is the GM of Ngati Porou Miere and the Miere Coalition 

the Miere Coalition is focused on moving Māori participation in the
honey industry from passive to active. Through his experience in  
the honey industry and extensive  Māori connections, Victor is very 
familiar with landowners, beekeepers and honey processors and 
the issues they face, as well as understanding how they might

with AsureQuality. Victor’s experience and network make him  
invaluable to ApiTrak as we grow and develop.   

improve efficiency through better integration with each other and 

Chief Technical Officer

Chief Executive

Advisory Board
Sean Goodwin,

Sean is the Chief Executive of 100% Pure New Zealand Honey 
Limited and Deputy Chairman at GS1 New Zealand. Sean was also 
actively involved with the development of the Interim Apiculture 
Governance Board. Sean has previously held management positions 
with Cadbury New Zealand, Unilever Australasia and NZ Dairy Foods.
With his involvement with GS1 New Zealand, extensive knowledge 
of the New Zealand honey industry and FMCG, Sean can provide 
valuable input to enhance the value ApiTrak can add to the honey
industry.

representative to MPI. With regional hubs throughout New Zealand, 

We also receive support from a number of other organisations 
thoughout New Zealand. Our industry experience has enabled 
us to establish connections with key delivery partners – e.g. 
label manufacturers, laboratories – with whom we will work 
to get ApiTrak up and running. In addition, we have a broad 
support network that provides us with advice and resources as 
we develop (see Figure 2).

Shaun Bosson,

Shaun was previously the COO of GS1 NZ. GS1 NZ supports 
supply chain management through setting standards for the use 

20 years of experience in supply chain management, Shaun is 
ideally placed to provide advice on how to further develop and 
improve ApiTrak.  

Advisory Board


